If A is a closed two-sided ideal in the B*-algebra X, then {X, ßA)* with the strong topology is isomorphic to A*, where ßA is the strict topology on X.
Introduction. Let CbiX) be the Banach space of all real-valued bounded continuous functions on X. It is well known that if X is compact then iCbiX), o)* is isomorphic to M(X) where M(X) is the bounded Radon measure on X and a is the usual topology of uniform convergence. However, if X is only locally compact Hausdorff then (Cb(X), o)* is isomorphic to MißX) where ßX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. In 1958, R. C.
Buck [1] showed that if CbiX) is given the strict topology generated by C0(X), denoted as the ß topology, then iCbiX), ß)* is isomorphic to MiX). We show that this result is essentially due to the fact that C0(X) is a closed two-sided ideal of Cb(X).
1. Definition. Let XT be a ß*-algebra and A a closed two-sided ideal in X. The strict topology of X with respect to A, denoted as the ßA topology on X, is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms (Xa)a£A and ÍPa)aeA where Xa(x) = ||ax|| and oa(x) = \\xa\\. We will denote X with the ßA topology by the pair (X, ßA). It is clear that ßA is a vector space topology in which multiplication is separately continuous.
Proposition.
Let A be a closed two-sided ideal in the B*-algebra X. Then A is ßA dense in X.
Proof. C. E. Rickart [3] has shown that A is an invariant subspace with respect to involution and, hence, A can be considered as a 5*-algebra. If [ea\a G A) is an approximate identity in A [3, p. 245] , then exx + xexexxex converges to x in the ßA topology for each x E X. Since A is a two-sided ideal, the set [exx + xex -exxex\X E A} is contained in A and, hence, the result follows.
3. Proposition. Let A be a closed two-sided ideal in the B*-algebra X. Then (X,ßA)*={f-a\aEA,fEX*).
Proof. Let/ E {X, ßA)* and </> be the inclusion mapping of A into X. Then f<f> E A*. Since yl is a /?*-algebra there exists ana E A and g E A* such that f<¡> = ga where g • a(x) = g(ax) [5] . By the Hahn-Banach theorem g can be extended to an h E X* such that g = /id>. Let (ea) be an approximate identity for A. Since {eax + xea -eaxea} converges to x in the ßA topology and A is a closed two-sided ideal, we have that
To get the reverse inclusion, it is sufficient to observe that if xa converges to x in the ßA topology and a E A, then axa converges to ax in the norm topology. Thus, for h E X*, h ■ a{xa) converges to h ■ a{x) and, therefore, h -a is ßA continuous. 4 . Lemma. Let A be a closed two-sided ideal in the B*-algebra X and S a ßA bounded subset of X. Then sup{||xa||: x E S, a E A, \\a\\ < 1} is finite. IWKi and, hence, the Lemma follows. The strong topology on (X, ßA)* is defined to be the topology of uniform convergence on the ßA bounded subsets of (X, ßA). Using this topology, we have the following result. 5. Theorem. If A is a closed two-sided ideal in the B*-algebra X, then ((X, ßA)*, y) is isomorphic to A*, where y is the strong topology on (X, ßA)*.
Proof. For each x E S, define Tx from
Proof. From Proposition 2 we have that A is ßA dense in X. Let </> be the inclusion mapping of A into X and let d>* be the adjoint mapping of (X, ßA)* into A*. We now show that <¡>* is an isomorphism.
Since A is ßA dense in X, it follows that <¡>* is one-to-one. Let/ E A*. Then f = g-a for some a E A and g E A* where g■ a(x) = g(ax) [5] . By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we can extend g to all of X to obtain g E X* such that g\A = g. Since <¡>*(g-a)(b) = g-a(d»(¿)) = ga (b) for all b E A, it follows that <f>* is onto.
The continuity of d>* is true since norm bounded sets are also ß bounded sets. To show that <f>*-1 is continuous, it is sufficient to show that if (/"} is a sequence in A* that converges to/ E A*, then d>*-I(/") = P" converges in the strong topology to <f>*-1(/) = F. < \\gnk -l\\M +\\fn -f\\M +\\f -gk\\M < e. 6 . Corollary. Let X be a locally compact space and CbiX) the algebra of bounded continuous real-valued functions on X. Let A = C0iX), the set of functions in CbiX) that vanish at infinity. Then (Cfc(Xr), ßA)* is isomorphic to MiX) where MiX) is the set of bounded Radon measures on X.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5 since C0(X) is a closed two-sided ideal in C^AO and C0(X)* = M(X) by the Riesz Representation Theorem. This is R. C. Buck's result published in 1958 [1] .
Let A be a 5*-algebra. The double centralizer on A, denoted as Md(A), is the set of pairs (T', T") of mappings from A into A that satisfy a(T'b) = (T"a)b for all a, b E A. If (7', T") E MdiA), then T and T" are continuous linear maps on A and ||7"|| = ||r"||, so that under the usual operations of addition and multiplication, MdiA) is a Banach algebra where 11(7", r")|| = ||T"'||. By defining (7", T")* = (7"'*, T'*), where 7"*(a) = (7"(a*))* and T"*ia) = iT"ia*))* for all a E A, then (7", 7")* G MdiA) and thus MdiA) is a B*-algebra.
If we define a map p: A -* MdiA) by the formula ju(a) = (La, Ra) where La(x) = ax and Raix) = xa for all x G A, then u is an isometric *-isomorphism from A into Md(A) and li(A) is a closed two-sided ideal in Md(A) [2] . If A is commutative then Md(A) is isometrically *-isomorphic to the algebra of multipliers as studied by Wang [6] . For a more detailed account of the theory of double centralizers on a B*-algebra, we refer the reader to [2] .
